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Mother
Nature
By Mickey Shannon, M. ED,
RMS President

Sam Houston Jones State Park has finally reopened! After the hurricanes of 2020, it was so badly damaged
that it took almost two years to make it a safe place for citizens of Southwest Louisiana to be able to enjoy it
again. When I was a practicing MHP for RMS, I worked with a young man in middle school from Moss Bluff
who had a severe anxiety disorder. He was literally afraid of his own shadow. I would pick him up once a week
and we would have our sessions at Sam Houston Park sitting in the shade of the great trees which bordered
the Calcasieu River. When we arrived after school it was still day light but by the time we were finished it
would be dusk. His anxiety would be increasing as the darkness began to set in. His responsibility would be to
take the lead from the river bank through the woods on the path back to the car. It took many hours of talking
and listening, building skills, for him to begin to realize that he could trust himself in the process of finding
his way through the woods.Gradually, he became more confident in his own ability to use his personal
resources to decrease the anxiety and fear of being lost in the woods. His mother reported to me that his
confidence grew dramatically in the years that we went into the woods. He was able to generalize his
confidence to try new things at school.
I unexpectedly saw his mother a few months ago. She was delighted to tell me about how well he was doing
now. He had a great job and was getting married. She gave our sessions a lot of credit for being a platform
upon which he was able to gain self- trust, confidence in his ability to take care of himself. I thanked her but
felt her compliment was really undeserved. The credit really belongs to appropriate medication and Mother
Nature who provided a natural environment with a beautiful river making soothing, relaxing sounds and tall,
strong trees to sit under.
There is something about the resilience of trees that gives humans strength if we spend time with them.
Studies are now emerging that measure the positive charge that comes from sitting or walking on the ground.
It is called earthing. Trees are deeply rooted into the positive charge that the earth emits. No wonder we are
drawn to enjoy being outside. The pleasure of running barefoot on grass or at the beach has a powerful
positive effect on our physical and emotional health.
The return of Sam Houston Park is such a gift to us! If you are looking to have a close to home, inexpensive
get away, even for a picnic or a day with your family, try exploring Sam Houston. You can ride bikes, fish
from the river bank, or just sit in the shade of a big tree while you enjoy lunch or a lemonade. There are
cabins to rent for overnight fun, places to park your tent or camper and trails to hike. It may not change your
world, but see if spending time in the outdoors doesn’t make you feel better, more positive about being alive!
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Prayer List

-Sawyer Ducote – Danielle Ducote’s daughter, LC MHP
-Jessica- sister-in-law to Danielle Ducote, LC MHP
-Howard Whitman – Father of Monica Blanchard, CEO
-Rachel Suire – sister of Monica Blanchard, CEO
-Rev. Charles Raney Sr and Bobbie Raney – parents of
Barbara Dartez, LC MHP
-Our very own billing coordinator – Camille Girouard
-Tim Germany – cousin of Roxanne McGraw, CCO
-Bruce McGraw – husband of Roxanne McGraw, CCO
-Kandy Bivens, LC MHS and son, Jacob Bivens
-Family Kokhonovskys of Ukraine – family of -Mickey
Shannon
-Roselyne & Denver Nobles - Parents of Carla
Boudreaux, Lafayette LMHP
- Keith Stutes - Father of Bethanie Comeaux
HR/Administrative Manager
- Griffith Olivier - Grandson of Kandy Bivens, Clerical
- Renella Chautin & Minnie Quebedeaux - Grandmothers
of Angie Fontenot, Clinical Director and Great
Grandmothers of Danielle Spears, Clerical
Prayers for the Victims of Robb Elementary School in
Uvalde, Texas and Their Families
Prayers for Ukraine
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Time's
Flying
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO:

REGAN CONNOR - JUNE 3 SHELLY LEWIS - JUNE 3
NEAL CITIZEN - JUNE 5 JODY VEILLON - JUNE 16
GABRIELLE ARMSTRONG - JUNE 23
LAUREN WALKER - JUNE 25 DANIA BROUSSARD - JUNE 27

RMS ANNIVERSARIES!
*LA'TASHA ADAMS, LC MHS - 1 YEAR
*DANIELLE DUCOTE, LC MHP - 2 YEARS
*CAMILLE GIROUARD, BILLING COORDINATOR - 12 YEARS
*TEKIYA JONES, LAF MHS - 2 YEARS
*DANIELLE SPEARS, LAF CLERICAL - 6 YEARS
*GENE TERRACINA, LAF LMHP - 17 YEARS
*DANA NEVEU, LAF MHP 7 YEARS

Open Positions

Referral Bonus- If you send a
Lake Charles- FT and/or PT
MHS/MHP whom we hire... at 3
MHS or MHP
months of their employment you
both receive $250, at 6 months of
Lafayette - Full Time Clerical
their employment you both receive
another $250, at 1 year of their
employment you both receive $500!
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Welcome Center
Theresa

Nguyen,

LC

MHS-

Has a Bachelor degree in Psychology. Comes to RMs with over 8 years of customer
service experience!
Gabrielle

Gauthier

-

LC

Clerical

Has background in bookkeeping, retail and receptionist. Also has an associate
degree in accounting technology!
Odosha

Fuselier,

LC

Clerical-

Has her certification in field of Nursing Assistant. Has experience as a psych tech,
medical receptionist clerk. medical assistant and even training in real estate!
Jamie

Hebert,

LC

MHS-

Has a Bachelor degree in Psychology. Also has her Master's degree in Special Ed
and ABA. She comes to us with experience and knowledge of the MHR program!
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Mark Your Calendar!
IMPORTANT DATES IN JUNE

Happy Pride Month
Mon.

Sun.

National
Cancer
Survivor's
Day

12

26

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

14

15

16

17

18

RMS
Holiday for
Qualifying
Employees

National
Selfie
Day!

22

23

24

25

27
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30

2nd quarter
company
wide staff
meeting
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CHANYREE LEWIS
Daughter of Shelly Lewis
Graduated From JHS And
Pursuing Her Education
Farther In Nursing @ Sowela
Thanks Have A Blessed Day
On Purpose
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Thoughts for Father’s Day
When I was a young boy growing up, my greatest role model at that time was my dad. He was the primary
person in my life who taught me many of the things that I know and also the behaviors that I needed to
learn.
My dad was an example of many things to me. First of all, my dad loved my mother more than anybody else
teaching me early on that in marriage this was a husband’s first priority. The priority was to love his wife
first. Just the love that my dad gave to my mom provided wonderful security for me and my brothers.
My dad also taught me many other things, such as playing baseball, going fishing every once in a while, and
other types of sports activities that sons participate dads and sons participate in.
My dad was also a spiritual man. Through the years I learned that one of the reasons my dad with the way
that he was was because of his relationship with God. He always refer to God as his Heavenly father. I
watched my dad in worship. I watched him as he took a leadership role in our church as a deacon, and I was
proud of him for working with young boys on our church baseball team.
His relationship with his heavenly father made him the man that he was. He was not perfect by any means,
but he wanted the character of his life to be like the characteristics that he understood of God.
As I grew up and began to do my own study of the Bible, I learned so many things about the character of our
heavenly father.
For instance, Jonah was an old testament prophet who was very reluctant to do what God wanted him to do.
He was a very angry and bitter man because God did not destroy the people that Jonah hated. Hence, Jonah
decided that it would be better for him to die than to watch God be gracious to people that he hated.
Jonah 4:2 is one of those complaints and arguments that he has with God. It’s interesting to see the things
that he is angry about concerning the characteristics of his father.
Look at his complaint.
Jonahcomplained to the LORD about it: “Didn’t I say before I left home that you would do
this, LORD? That is why I ran away to Tarshish! I knew that you are a merciful and compassionate God, slow
to get angry and filled with unfailing love. You are eager to turn back from destroying people.
Jonah complained because God was merciful and compassionate. He complained that God didn’t have a
quick temper. He didn’t like the fact that God was always ready to forgive people whenever they failed.
Jonah was angry that God had these characteristics. However, you and I can be very glad that this is the way
God is toward us. We have a father who is full of compassion and mercy as he deals with us through the
journey of our life. He is a father who’s full of grace and forgiveness whenever we fail and do those things
that we know we should not do.
It is this mercy, compassion, and forgiveness that he grants to us every day of our life. He’s a father who pick
us up whenever we fall down. He is a father who’s never far away. I know that there are some people think
of God as being in heaven and far removed from where we are. But he is not. He is right here with us as we
go through the experiences of our life.
Over the past year whenever we were isolated because of Covid, our heavenly father was with us. When
friends and loved ones were in the hospital and we were unable to go and see them, our heavenly father
was right there with them so that they would not be alone. He’s a father who wants to be close. And the
most wonderful thing about our father is that there’s absolutely nothing that we can do that will keep him
from loving us.
On this coming Father’s Day as we celebrate our dads or our grandfathers or other male mentors in our life,
let us remember that we have a heavenly father Who is closer to us than anyone could ever be. He loves us
with an everlasting love and wants to be there through the journey of our life to help us each day.
-Mr. Ronnie Burke, Vice President
MENTAL HARMONY
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My dad's name is Dan. He's one of
the smartest, toughest, most loyal
and most independent men I know.
He is a retired electrician and jack-ofall trades. He loves his family fiercely
and finds any opportunity to cook for
us, spend time with us and give us
treasures he’s kept in storage for us
for years.
- Angie Fontenot, Clinical Director
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Employee
James "Jim" Mrak, MHS
Jennings Employee Spotlight
Well, Monica just requested (this morning) that I contribute to this month’s newsletter.We all know you can’t say no to
Monica (lol) so I included some hobbies and things that I like (as requested.)
It’s been sixteen years, and some change, this morning, that I’ve had the privilege to work here and with all of you. My
interests are simple and may be much like yours. I love spending time w/my children, granddaughter, playing music, and
cooking (eating) during my time off. (Notice that I didn’t mention writing notes…) lol.
However, after thinking about Monica’s request I was actually glad for the opportunity to say what I liked about this job
and what has kept me here. But I didn’t know where to begin or what to write so I figured that I would actually keep it
very simple and take only this day’s actual events to show all of you what we all do every day together. First of all I think
we are truly fortunate to have been afforded the tools that are provided to us to actually make a difference in the lives
that you and I encounter every day. Their experiences have also taught us some of the most important lessons that we
carry as well... That being said, my first meeting this morning was with a married couple that we all have been serving
for about a year and a half now. Along the way they have learned new ways to communicate with each other without
yelling. This may sound so very simple to you and I but it is a “universe” to their two beautiful young children in the
home. These children will certainly (hopefully) learn this as they grow as well. Today, they were happy and showed much
affection towards each other. Now, the arguments are few and far between. This was not happening at this time last
year. But today I saw a wonderful, loving, married couple that realizes it takes hard work to make a successful marriage
(sounds familiar right?) Deborah’s outpatient counseling helped very much to get them to this point (I don’t’ think she
even realizes this but it did…) None of this would have happened without the support from office staff to schedule these
sessions and somehow actually got them to attend. Nothing happens without them. You know this. One common
denominator so far: No one ever gave up on them.
My second appointment of the day involved a kind, elderly man. He became ill with severe depression and anxiety when
he first came into our agency’s attention and care. He was a very successful man in his profession in the past and was
rightfully proud of his achievements. However, he agreed to work on some very simple/humble goals and skills on a daily
basis over this past year that resulted in much progress as of today. He is now a very busy man that has simple, daily
goals (and purpose!) My biggest problem with him now (today) is that he is always joking and laughing during our
meetings (We can live with that, right? Lol.) Much support was needed from my co-workers with this particular member.
Again, no one ever gave up on him. Today may have been a very different morning if it were not for them. I really,
honestly don’t think they even know this, but I do, and now you do too.
Later in the day I met with a bright young teenager. He’s a great guy! Let’s just say he needs some direction and time to
grow (and a whole lot of patience.) What a wonderful investment of our time and resources! (Please pray for his parents’
though. lol, in a good way.) They, along with you, are not giving up on him.
Well, I think I rambled on long enough. I guess what I really want to say to everyone is that none of the above accounts of
today, much like yours every day, may have ever taken place if it were not for one very important element: YOU. Thanks
for all you do.
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Employee
Susan Peterman, LMHP
Lake Charles Employee Spotlight
Hello there. For those of you I have not yet had the pleasure of meeting, my name is Susan Peterman. March
made my 10th year with Resource Management. I originally worked as an MHP in Lafayette for 5 years before
obtaining my license in 2017 and becoming a clinical manager in Lake Charles. I still live in Lafayette, but the
commute to Lake Charles is worth it because of the wonderful staff and members I have the pleasure of
working with at this office. I would love to say something kind to each individual MHS and MHP, but it would
probably take several pages and run into other sections of the newsletter. I will say this, though. I am grateful
to each and every one of you daily for the hard work you do, the help you provide members, and the joy and
laughter you bring to me via phone calls, staff meetings, emails, etc.
Admittedly and by choice (because I love what I do) I work a lot of hours.
When I am not working, however, I enjoy movies, drawing,
some video games, music, running around with my 4-legged children
(5 dogs, 7 cats), coming up with new colors for my hair,
being outdoors (especially by the water),
tormenting my partner, cooking strange vegetables,
and talking/joking around with friends.
Periodically I also fall prey to the urge for a new tattoo.
In addition to what I listed above, I really enjoy literature/poetry,
but most of it these days comes in the form of audiobooks while I drive.
One of my all-time favorite authors/poets is Emily Dickinson,
and I find inspiration in many of her quotes including:
“They might not need me; but they might. I’ll let my head be just in
sight; a smile as small as mine might be precisely their necessity;”
“Hope is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul-and sings
the tunes without the words-and never stops at all;”
“I dwell in possibility.” These quotes remind me that there
are always things to be thankful for, everybody deserves
compassion/love, even the simplest of words/actions can provide others
(and ourselves) with hope, and all differences should be respected
and cherished. Reminding myself of these things is what keeps
me motivated personally and in my role at RMS each day.
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Employee

Camille Girouard,
Billing Coordintor

Hi ALL,
I would first like to THANK YOU for the awesome opportunity to be spotlighted for June, I would also like to congratulate Susan and Jim as well,
two very deserving recipients. I am Camille Girouard, I was born and raised in Lafayette, La and could not see myself living anywhere else. I am
fortunate enough to be living in the home that I was raised in since 4th grade, and still have some of the same neighbors. Old memories are the
best, but my husband Rusty of 30 years and my Son Nicholas and I are making our own new memories to carry with us. Speaking of my son who I
am extremely proud of just graduated in May from Southern New Hampshire University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Administration: Cum Laude. As I mentioned, my husband and I have been married 30 years this November. We met at Walmart in January 1989
where I had been working since June of 1988. I was in school at Lafayette Regional ( Now SLCC) in Marketing program and had to have so many
hours of on the job training to graduate, I remember going to Walmart which at the time was on Johnston street to buy George Strait's newly
released CD (Probably really an album back then lol) and saw a sign on the door that said hiring, I thought hummm do I really want to work at
Walmart (truthfully back then in was not even "cool" to shop at Walmart, especially for clothes, how times have changed)! Well that day literally
turned into a 25 year career that I never saw coming and very grateful that I took that leap and applied. Jumping ahead 25 years and several
positions later, I woke up one morning and decided it was time for a change, I loved my job in Accounting and everyone that I worked with and
new that I was going to miss them terribly but something was telling me to try something new, So again I found myself taking another leap of
faith and going back to school for Medical Billing and coding. I left Walmart in December of 2009 and put my Resume on Career Builders in
January before I went back to school, not thinking I would get called, I did, by Resource Management. I was explained the position of Clerical in
the Lafayette office and thought it sounded great, I had already committed to going to school and needed to follow through with my plan and
explained that to RMS, they said they understood and would keep my resume for the future if the opportunity came up again. School was over the
first week of May, the day that I graduated I got the call again to see if I had finished school and would I be interested in interviewing. I was
completely overwhelmed, I was so nervous I had not been on an interview for a job since 1988 and here it was 2010. This was really out of
character for me because if you know me you know that I don't know a stranger. I love meeting new people. But here I was driving to Jennings to
meet with Monica for an interview. I didn't think I had ever even been to Jennings before I had been through it going to Lake Charles to visit
family but that was it. So I finally found the office and remembered sitting in my car calling my husband about 20 times to ensure I was doing the
right thing. So I mustered up the courage and went in, told the girl in the front I was there to meet Monica Blanchard. When she opened the door
and called my name I was like OMG this woman looks like Sarah Palin, she had glasses on and looked exactly like the woman so much that I
remember telling Monica that. We hit it off, all of the nerves that I was feeling were ridiculous because I felt like I had known her forever. She
asked if I would want to go by and meet Angie in Gene in the Lafayette office the next day of course I wanted to meet them. Had been in Lafayette
all my life and had passed the office a million times and had never noticed it, I of course went to find it that day because I didn't want to be late to
meet them. I remember I met Angie first, she made me feel very comfortable, she explained more about the job and I began to really think this
was a good fit for me, then it was time to meet Gene, I think I remember him flying in and flying out.. LOL but he stopped long enough to say hello
and welcome to RMS. I was thinking I was not hired yet but Thank you, Then Monica got there and said let's get you started on paperwork!! I
started out as Clerical and at the time I was by myself and if I remember correctly there were like 75 members. I remember the day when we hit
100 members and then 200 members!! 2 office moves and several co clerical later, Dani showed up and we made a great team. Then the call came
asking if I was interested in billing, I didn't even have to think about it YES YES YES was my answer. I moved to billing and made my way through
a couple of obstacles, then Monica said she was trying to bring on Samantha, AMEN I praised, Samantha and I had worked well together several
years before with scheduling members for the Dr she was working with that our members would go to for Med Mgmt, so I knew it was a great
move for RMS. She has taught me more about billing in the last year than the year before that I was in there making it through obstacles. It has
been very rewarding watching RMS and the employees grow. I could go on forever, with all the changes and the growth in a positive direction
that RMS has made for the betterment of the company and it's employees but I can not close this out without mentioning my current situation
and the amount of support I have received. In January myself, my husband, my son all got covid, I should mention I hate going to the Dr. It
seemed like a very mild case. I really didn't feel like others said they felt, it was suggested that I get an oxygen meter to monitor my oxygen level,
well it got in the 60's it should be 93 or better. My Dr said you need to go to the hospital, friends and coworkers were insistent that I go, so I
finally went in on January 7th. I was there for 2 1/2 months after covid I developed a locked knee due to fractures and knee dislocation and a torn
ACL, I was definitely appreciating the hounding I got from people to go. Monica would call and check on me daily even the owners of the company
would check on me calling and encouraging me. I now need surgery on my knee and RMS has been completely supportive of my situation, by
calling and again checking and giving encouragement reminding me to keep my faith and not give up. I had a knee replacement while working at
Walmart and not one time did upper management call to say how are you, can we do anything for you. My point behind this is that RMS is like a
family, close knit and really does care about the wellbeing of its employees. And what they do and how they represent the community is what
makes Drs, and others refer their own patients to us. And if we can't help them they will be helped to find someone that can meet their needs. In
closing Thank you RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SERVICES for 12 wonderful years I look forward to the next 12 to watch you grow like you have and
continue to do. "Never regret anything that ever made you smile", is such a true quote and my favorite, because RMS has made me smile and I
have no regrets joining the team!! And making lifelong friends as well! God Bless,Camille
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EMPLOYEE
SHOUTOUTS

Tawauna Johnson, MHS
Tawauna advocates for those
she mentors. She takes her
position of ensuring their

Leonora Johnson, MHP

success very seriously. She's fair

In addition to weekly peer

and tough and will stop at

mentor meetings, Leonora goes

nothing to ensure their needs

above and beyond as a peer
mentor by sending daily
inspirational messages to the

are met.
- Angie Fontenot, Clinical
Director

staff she mentors. She tailor's
her style to the needs of those
she mentors.
- Angie Fontenot, Clinical

Regan Conner & Danielle Spears - Clerical

Director

Kandy Bivens, Clerical
Please Welcome Kandy Bivens
back to the Jennings Clerical
Team!!

Danielle S and Regan have been
absolute rock stars in guiding
clerical thru all of the recent
changes. They go above and
beyond to help all staff in all
offices.

Michele D, MHP & Angie D, MHS

- Angie Fontenot, Clinical
Director

Michele and Angie : great work
with Gage !!!! A true success
story. Next step refer to LRS for
supportive or sheltered
employment and if adult day
program in area
- Gene Terracina, LMHP

All of RMS

Michele Domingue, MHP
Michelle - great notes ,
information very helpful for
renewal.
- Gene Terracina, LMHP

All of RMS

2022 1st quarter provider quality

"treatment initiation bonuses are higher than other

monitoring record review : RMS

providers in the partnership. RMS reaching

scored 90% overall. We scored 100%
on PSR/CPST progress notes. We
scored 83% Clinical Practice. We
scored 88% core documents etc. WAY
TO GO EVERYONE!!
-Aetna Better Health

outcomes quicker in comparison to other
providers. Impressive community tenure keeping
members out of the hospitals." Quartet impressed
with our systems for data collection and upload.
"Creative thinking and work around". Job well done
RMS!!!!
-Quartet(platform for data collection for Value
based program with LHC partnership)
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Thank you Phyllis for sharing
these inspirational scriptures
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CEO sent a survey requesting
feedback from staff on
current practices. Thank you
to all who took the time to
provide input. Responses will
be considered in future
decision making.

Question 1: Documenting services at time of service with deadline of
midnight.
Answer: Majority agree this is best practice. Few Comments were made regarding
unreliable equipment, EHR downtime, However, the equipment and EHR are improved
from our previous years. There will always be issues with technology, which we can
remedy as a team.
Question 2: Signature Requirement for telehealth services via screenshot
Answer: "It's great, easy, fast and best practice" Some mentioned that other providers
don't require proof, but felt this practice wasn't difficult and it provided proof in case
the service was ever questioned.
Question 3: Best method to communicate with staff; email, phone, text
Answer: Even Mixture on responses. There is value in all platforms of communication.
Slight majority leaned towards text being the best means of communication especially
during normal working hours and urgent information like caseload changes. Common
reply was that text should be used mostly even if it was to alert the employee to "read
email". Some commented that email isn't routinely checked so don't receive the
immediate attention some information deserves. Some suggested that in person
communication should occur if the information is sensitive and relates to the individual.
Best received in person to allow timely exchange to occur without misrepresentation
.
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Question 4: Caseload changes
Answer: Majority Rule/Most employees commented the same- staff should be allowed
input on which cases to offload. Talk with affected staff prior to making caseload
changes to determine if clinically inappropriate to make a change. Refrain from
reassigning cases to new staff until we know employee will stay. Assign new admits to
new staff. Assign cases in the same location to reduce travel. Make caseload changes
on set days of the week instead of random days. Transition period of 14 days or so to
be considered to prepare member for the change. Clerical could Send a
communication to member about staff change to prepare member. Consider even
balance of adults and children when making assignments.
Question 5: Quarterly bonuses/Quarterly evaluations
Answer: Unanimous response. Employees prefer bonuses be determined on an
individual basis. Most prefer the quarterly evaluations over just an annual eval. Some
commented on the need to measure expired services more accurately. Suggest to find
a way to ensure the employee is held accountable for only the services not provided by
the employee; not those services left not provided by previous assigned staff.
Question 6: 90 day progress summaries
Answer: Mixed responses. Some reported current practice is necessary and not a
problem. Others report the issue of accessing treatment plan while trying to complete
the summary makes the process cumbersome. One suggested exploring whether the
goal can somehow be populated on summary document ahead of time. Several
employees mentioned not being trained before given the assignment which creates
mistakes and causes undo stress and anxiety. Asked that Supervisors train and retrain
prior to issuing the directive each quarter to complete the summaries.
Question 7: Daily documentation of mileage and monthly payment.
Answer: Majority supportive of our current practice. One employee spoke of system he
has to speed process of mileage entry and is quite simple. Create a file of addresses of
members on caseload and use this file during mileage entry. A few mentioned stipends
but report that RMS practices more fair and reasonable
.
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Question 8: Managing rising costs; One way is managing OT.
Answer: Most staff suggested to avoid giving caseloads which generate OT; but when OT
is needed especially during staff shortages, supervisor can place a cap on the OT
amount. Limit the OT by placing a cap. Solicit assistance from other staff to avoid OT. A
few also suggested offering "comp" time; time off with pay in place of the OT to those
employees who may prefer time off.
Question 9: Benefit Package
Answer: Majority feel the benefit package is good. Biggest complaint was insurance costs.
Few reported that RMS should pay for entire travel time; not just a minute per mile but
also stated that would get out of control. One mentioned vehicle maintenance stipend
would be nice to include. One mentioned RMS should consider offering more benefits to
PT staff such as half a day for holidays.
Question 10: Micromanagement
Answer: Most staff reported micromanagement doesn't occur but mentioned a few
situations when the employee may have been called during working hours to address
something that could have been sent in a text or email. Most reported appreciation for
the extra supervision and support, but would prefer not to be expected to alter their
schedule to accommodate another employee. Some staff acknowledged the fact that
supervisor presentation and approach is important as to how the employee receives the
information.
Question 11: Supervision hours/meetings
Answer: Overall, consensus is that supervision practices are great and effective. A few
mentioned not liking the after hours supervision meetings but know it is necessary.
Question 12: Any redundant job tasks which can be discontinued
Answer: Almost all responses confirmed that all current job tasks/duties are essential
and needed. One LMHP offered ideas about maybe one LMHP providing all of the
supervision and all of the OP counseling in the office.
Question 13: Increase compliance with member attendance for reassessments
Answer: Responses included- LMHP should consider ride along with staff to complete reassessments
especially on cases approaching deadline. LMHPs and clerical should allow staff to be involved either by
attending the meeting in office or being with member in the home for a telehealth visit. Keep Staff
informed and Have the LMHP schedule shared/available for staff to view. Should set clear expectations
on allowable number of missed appointments and discharge if member doesn't comply.
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RMS and our Louisiana Rural Menatl Health Alliance at the
Recent Legislative Session

Working Behind the
Scenes at the Capitol

Left Rep. Romero of Jennings. Right Rep.
Brian Borriaque of Abbeville. Below
includes Rep. Selders and Rep. Adrian
Fisher with Katie our LRMHA ED and other
providers in the state.

Left Rep. Beau Beaullieu from New Iberia,
Middle Rep. Jay Luneau of Alexandria, Right
Rep. Mike Johnson of Pineville.
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RMS and our Louisiana Rural Menatl Health Alliance at the
Recent Legislative Session

Working Behind the
Scenes at the Capitol
So, Why Were We There?

* SB213- PASSED: MHR Redesign... Passed and headed to the governor for
signing. Will discuss the redesign and how it impacts RMS at the upcoming
company wide meeting.
*SB59- PASSED: MCOs now have to get the approval from LDH before placing
providers on a prepayment review plan.
*SB61- PASSED: MH license plate design approved.
*HB625- PASSED: providers approved to serve members within a 50 mile radius
of location to include any off site location.
*HB 582- PASSED: Licensed staff can now provide services to members in other
states as long as the state is included in the "compact states."
*HB709- PASSED: Licensed behavioral health providers can provide services to
members regardless of member's location in the state.
* HB826- PASSED: Telehealth to continue as an approved mode of service for
PSR/CPST even after the emergency rule is discontinued
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